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Advise
Navigating today’s complex enterprise mobility maze can be a daunting 

task. From selecting the right software application, operating system, 

hardware, connectivity and support model to ensuring maximum 

uptime for your enterprise workforce, the implementation and ongoing 

management of your mobile strategy can seem overwhelming.

Organizations developing and implementing mobility strategies are 

faced with questions including:

 • Are existing business processes optimized for mobility?

 • Implement rugged or commercial grade mobile devices?

 • How to ease the initial and ongoing burden of procuring devices and  

carrier services?

 • How to efficiently configure, integrate, secure and deploy mobility?

 • How to provide on-going mobility deployment, software updates  

and support?

 • What’s the best way to manage device repairs?

 • How to select and procure mobile carrier services?

 • How do I control telecom costs?

Determining the right strategy and seamlessly executing that strategy 

is essential to mobilizing business and optimizing performance. That’s 

why Peak Technologies developed the Manage Mobility solutions 

methodology. This innovative and proven methodology helps 

customers execute their mobility strategies and further their unique 

business mission, goals and business processes. Peak understands that 

your business is YOUR business and processes and systems should 

complement and drive your specific business needs.

The first step in implementing a Mobility Solution is reviewing, 

understanding and assessing your current mobile environment and 

future goals.

 • Optimize business process 

for the mobile workforce

 • Mobile worker efficiency – 

help desk and full life  

cycle support

 • Peace of mind – secure data 

and applications

 • The right tools for the  

job - devices, accessories, 

software, wireless carriers
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The Peak Manage Mobility process includes:

Business process review

 • Conducting a Discover Workshop

–  Understanding mission, goals, objectives  

and initiatives

–  Review of any current mobility programs  

and strategies

–  Gaining an understanding of current processes  

and resource allocation

–  Observing and living a day in the life of your  

mobile workers

–  Assessment of current hardware and software systems

– Break down of process and systematic pain points

– Deliver a roadmap proposal

Mobile roadmap

 • Building a mobility strategy and business case

–  Getting agreement on shared vision for your  

mobility strategy

–  Helping put your customers at the forefront of your 

strategy goals

–  Outlining mobility processes and potential 

improvements across  

the business

–  Finding opportunities to streamline process and 

resource allocation

–   Ensuring your mobility strategy aligns with your entire 

business goals and objectives

–  Determining the appropriate hardware systems for 

your mobile roadmap

The Peak methodology provides a  

time-tested, phased, step-by-step approach for 

procuring, provisioning, securing, supporting 

and optimizing mobile solutions. We can help 

you design lasting processes, strategies and a 

Mobile Roadmap to improve efficiencies and 

performance today and in the future. Peak has over 

three decades of mobile industry experience and 

understanding to put to work for you!
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